
Procedure for the Spring Quarter Group 

With the exception of several students who had been dropped 
from other programs, all twenty were entering St. Mary's Junior 
Co I lege for the first time. 

The objective-contract technique was dropped. The content 
of the course was geared to individual needs that would be 
utilized in the various programs. The small enrollment made 
pre-and post-writing conferences feasible. 

Results 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

of Group IV 
70% of the class received A or B grades. 
1 failed and 1 withdrew. 
Attendance was excellent. 
The class endorsed all content that was geared to 
the needs of the program to be entered in the Fall. 

The conclusions drawn from this study of teaching methods 
are: 

l. For large classes of similar writing ability, age, and 
school gap, the objective-contract p.lan is both 
successful and rewarding to the student. 

2. For classes, large or small, with sharp differences in 
ability and needs, the blanket contract plan is useless. 
A special contract should be made out for each student. 

3. The small group evaluation meetings should be retained, 
as it is profitable for both student and instructor. 

4. To retrain the dropout takes time and understanding 
on the part of the instructor, but we agree with 
Senator Mondale that it is an economic necessity. 

"For the individual, educational failure means a lifetime 
of lost opportunities. But the effects are visited on the nation 
as well, for society as a whole also pays for the undereducation 
of a significant segment of its population." 

Speech by Senator Mondale - chairman of the Select 
Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity. 

Rita Carey is an instructor in Communications at St. Mary's 

Junior College, Minneapolis. She is the author of another 

article on writing, published in \JEJ in the spring of 1970. 
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A HUMANISTIC APPROACH TO EVALUATING, MODIFYING, 
AND WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES IN ENGLISH 

BY KAREN M. HESS AND LANNY E. MORREAU. 

CEMREL, Inc., Minneapolis 

"Behavioral objectives are trite. They don't reflect the goals 
toward which I teach. 11 

This statement reflects an attitude prevalent among teachers 
about the relevancy of behavioral objectives in English. 
Further, it prompts a significant question: Must behavioral 
objectives in English be irrelevant and meaningless? There 
are a number of possible causes for seemingly irrelevant objec
tives, including the confusion of behavioral objectives with 
accountability systems, the ultimatums to write course objectives 
without prior instruction, the imposltion of objectives written 
by non-subject matter specialists ("outsiders"), the quantity 
of "behavioral objectives" which are, in fact, non-behavioral, 
and the distinct lack of relationships between behavioral 
objectives and the overall goals of English instruction. 

"Behavioral Objectives: The First Component of Humanism," 
a workshop conducted at the MCTE convention in St. Cloud in 
April, was designed to evaluate a procedure for assisting 
teachers: (1) to write relevant behavioral objectives, (2) to 
analyze existing objectives, and (3) to modify objectives for 
individualizing instruction -- the three prerequisite skills 
for objective-based instruction. Could these three processes 
be made more meaningful through direct ties to general 
"humanistic" objectives? 

The relationship between behavioral objectives and human
istic goals has not been clearly established, as indicated by 
the most·frequently held misconception among workshop partici
pants: "A set of general instructional objectives in the 
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains will guide the 
teacher in selecting curriculum materials, in assessing student 
performance, and in evaluating and,modifying teaching materials 
or strategies." Because of the importance of broad, general 
goals, this response had been anticipated. Teachers do have 
objectives for their classes, but frequently the objectives are 
too broad to be useful for selecting curriculum materials, for 
assessing student performance, or for evaluating and modifying 
materials or strategies. 

Nevertheless, broad objectives are extremely important and 
should not be disregarded, for without these general, usually 
very humanistic goals, behavioral objectives are meaningless. 
Behavioral objectives are a means to an end-- never an end 
in themselves. They must lead to something -- and where they 
lead is where the teacher started -- with students meeting the 
humanistic goals of English. 
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Having determined the general goals for program develop
ment, the teacher must then determine how these goals will be 
reached -- what the student will do to demonstrate that he has 
achieved mastery. This transition from the program goals to 
student oerformance involves four major levels of objectives-
~roceedi~g from the very general to the very specific. The 
most comorehensive objective of a given educational program 
is the c~nceptual objective, which states the ultimate goal of 
the program . , .what the ideal learner would know a~d d~ after 
completing the course. For example, a conceptual obJect1ve 
in English might be one such as James Squire stated in a 
oresentation to the 1970 NCTE convention on the humanistic 
goals in teaching Enlgish: "The student would learn to use l 
language effectively and powerfully." 

things a student wil 1 do to meet the instructional objectives 
as well as the criterion-measure which will be used to indicate 
successful completion of the objective. Mastery of these 
measurable objectives will assure the student and the teacher 
that one of the instructional objectives has been met. For 
example, to meet the instructional objective of identifying 
figurative language, the following behavioral objectives might 
be stated: 

... Given 12 sentences (6 figurative and 6 literal), 
the student will underline and name the 6 
figurative statements. 

... Given 5 figurative statements, the student will 
rewrite each statement conveying the same idea 
using literal language . 

... Given a short poem containing 4 similes, the 
student will underline the similes. 

... etc. 

The second level of objective is the educational objective, 
Educational objectives state the general categories of skill/ 
knowledge needed to meet the conceptual objective. They are, I 
in effect the units of material to be included in the total 
program. 'For example, for meeting the concept~al object!ve of ) In the workshop the participants wrote objectives at each 
powerful, effective language usage, the following educational of the four levels, proceeding from broad, humanistic goals to 
objectives might be stated: l the specific, behavioral objectives. For example, one partici-

... "to relate through language to one's fellow human l d h f 11 • b. t· f h course· pant deve ope t e o owing o Jee 1ves or a speec . beings" 
, , , "to think in and th rough 1 anguage" 
... "to use language to shape and, hence to control 

one's experience'' 
... "to be s~,nsitive to the powerful nuances implicit 

in the use of everyday language and to the rich
ness and vibrancy of language put to esthetic 
purposes ... " (these first four are from Squire's 
speech) 

. . . to enjoy leisure-time reading 

... to develop imagination in writing 

... to appreciate literature 

... etc. 

The third level of objective is the instructional object
ive. An instructional objective consists of the specific 
classes of behaviors needed to meet the educational objective. 
For example, to meet the educational objective, "to appreciate 
literature," the following instructional objectives might be 
stated: 

... to analyze literary selections 

... to evaluate literary selections 

... to discuss styles used in literature 

.,.to interpret 1 iterary symbolism 

... to identify figurative language 

... etc. 

The fourth level of objective is the behavioral objective. 
The behavioral objective states clearly and precisely those f 
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CONCEPTUAL: To be able to meet the communication demands 
that wi 11 be made on students throughout Ii fe. 

EDUCATIONAL: To develop interest in the workings of polit
ical 1 ife. 

INSTRUCTI~: To analyze a political speech or platform or 
distinguish opposing views of candidates . 

BEHAVIORAL: Given an excerpt of a political speech with 
ten examples of evasive speech, the learner 
will underline and name at least seven of 
the ten examples. 

Numerous behavioral objectives were used to demonstrate 
mastery in a given area. A variety of objectives written in 
several skill/knowledge areas and covering a variety of grade 
levels from elementary through college were written by partic
ipants for use in their classes. Examples of specific behav
ioral objectives which were developed include: 

1. Given three different philosophies of 
student will state the main premise of 
one he agrees most with, and give four 
agrees with it. 

man's nature, the 
each, select 
reasons why he 

2. Given a list of 100 titles, the student will select 
75 titles appropriate for a given class of tenth graders 
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3. 

4. 

with 80% corrPctness as determined by the consensus of 
the class (f:,r a college methods course). 

Having been presented with five thesis statements, 
three of which are specific and can be developed in 
400 words, the student will underline the three that 
fulfill the specifications. 

After having reviewed these statements (in objective 
#3), the student will write three statement: of his 
own that are specific and can be developed 1n 400 words. 

5. Given a group of six letters (upper-case) printed on 
a sheet, and the same six letters in object form, the 
learner wi 11 identify the given graphemic representation 
on paper and in object form in a half-hour period. The 
learner will have immediate rec3ll when identifying 
these graphemes when presented a day later, a week later. 

6. After reading the first three chapters of Black Boy, 
the student will write a paragraph describing family 
life in a ghetto, pointing out at least three as~ects 
of life; beginning with a topic sentence and ending 
with a conclusion. 

The participants applied the same criteria for writi~g 
their own objectives to the evaluation of existing o~j 7ct1ves. 
Where objectives were not appropriately stated, part1c1pants 
modified them. Some of the appropriate modifications of the 
ambiguous objectives "The student will write well II were: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Assigned a three paragraph essay, the student will 
correctly punctuate and capitalize complete sentences, 
with no fragments or run-ans, and no more than one 
spelling error. 

Given three topic sentences, the student will under
line the two that will lead to an expository paragraph 
rather than a narrative paragraph. 

Given a choice of composition topics for a five 
paragraph formal essay, the student will write an 
essay containing no sentence fragments. 

Given a scrambled paragraph, the student will re
write it with all sentences logically following each 
other. 

In crder to evaluate the effectiveness of the presentation 
and to provide feedback, the participants were given a pre-
post criteria measure. Data collected from this measure revealed 
the fol lowing contrasts in pre-post scores. (Fig. l) 
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Misconceptions about behavioral objectives 
(8 points maximum) 

Evaluating existing objectives 
(4 points maximum) 

Modifying unacceptable objectives 
(5 points maximum) 

Writing complete behavioral objectives 
(5 points maximum) 

PRE 
CT 

2.0 

I. 7 

I. 7 

POST 
b.1f"" 

2.7 

3.4 

3.8 

Figure 1. Pre-Post Differences in Performance on the 
Four Major Workshop Topics 

The gains made were directly propo r:tional to the amount of 
time spent in each area and the amount of individual partici
pation. The least gain was made in the misconception section 
which was presented verbally in ten minutes without active 
individual participation. The greatest gain was made in writing 
behavioral objectives -- the focal point of more than half the 
session during wh.ich the individual participants actively 
participated. 

In response to the question, "Do you use behavioral object
ives in your class?" only five participants responded affirm
atively. When asked if they would use behavioral objectives 
were they available or were they able to write their own, 50% 
responded affirmatively on the pre-measure, whereas 75% responded 
affirmatively on the post-measure. 

Using a rating scale of (1) excellent to (5) poor, the 
participants rated the method of presentation at 1.9 and the 
content of the presentation at 1 .8. 

The following comments were representative of the reaction 
of the participants to the workshop. Some felt there was room 
for improvement, i.e. (1) "Too much, too fast", and (2) "Same 
tune, different verse." However, the majority felt it had been 
a beneficial experience, i.e. (1) "I would 1 ike to take a course 
in this. area under you. I feel that I need more time to 
compre~,en.:J all that you gave us today. Very valuable. I did 
learn" ; (2) "For a first exposure, I find these ideas most 
interesting and practical; and I '11 try to use them soon. This 
might help me to eliminate some student complaints about vague 
standards in grading." 
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Based on data from the pre-post measure as well as an 
examination of the worksheets completed by the participants 
during the session, the workshop did meet the objective of 
assisting teachers in acquiring the skill/knowledge needed to 
evaluate, modify, and write behavioral objectives for use in 
their English classes. The effective application of these 
skills should help to assure that students will have greater 
opportunities to attain the broad, humanistic goals of English. 

Karen M. Hess and Larry E. Morreau are Project Directors 

for Centro I Midwestern Regiona I Educational Laboratory, Inc. 

This article is adapted from a presentation made at the MCTE 

Annual Conference in St. Cloud last April. The opinions ex

pressed therein do not necessarily reflect the position or 

policies of CEMREL, Inc. 
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THE ANTICIPATED ROLE OF ENGLISH EDUCATION 
IN A TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD 

Ill IT//, /,I.I.If SIi EE 11.-1 ;\ 

11,•nry /Jig/, School. Miuneapvlis 

We are living in the Soace Age, the Nuclear Age, the 
Technological Age; we do not know exactly what to call the 
present time. It is said that science has determined the 
age of the world? That is only a rumor; even it does not 
know, though it would like to make us think that this is the 
Age of Scien~e. And many are wtlling to accept its word and 
to look for nothing more; after all, through science we can 
satisfy our pleasures. What concern should we have if we 
destroy the world, if it pleases us to do so? 

Examine the general school curriculum as it stands today. 
There has been a continuous expansion -- nay, explosion! --
of emphasis on mathematics and the sciences and, in another 
aspect of the educational structure, on the business and 
industrial-type courses. The school today is in almost every 
fiber and sinew -- even in its nerves! -- a product of the 
Twentieth Century, the Modern Age. Possibly it is too, too 
modern; in other words, may we call it too technological? 

But it is unusual to speak of too much technology in this 
age, when the cold and unwavering eye of the scientist is 
admired and when the scientist htmself is idolized. Science 
has become the new Oracle of Delphi, and the various branches 
of technology are the new gods. And what of appropriate 
heroes to emulate? Perhaps the child of today worships, more 
than the astronaut, the shining beetle-like machine from which 
he crawls. lf this is the case, then perhaps we should begin 
to consider the possibility of the next generation actually 
turning, through g radua 1 metamorphosis, in to machines. It 
may well be that man has reached the crossroads in evolution 
at which he is to shed his shell of humanity. 

The English language itself seems particularly tractable 
to a form that will just suit the anticipated new man, the 
man that is not man. With all the curious, intricate 
involutions of the language, the scientific-sounding functions 
(such as "diagramming sentences," an example which immediately 
come to mind), there is the chance, till now only unsatisfac
torily explored, of making the language a completely set and 
predictable machine. For what expresses so clearly what is 
meant as "F = ma," Newton's formula relating force to mass 
and acceleration? What force, indeed, this has! But what 
expresses Isaac Newton the man as well as" ... I seem to 
have been only like a boy playing on the seashore, and 
diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble 
or a orettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of 
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